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Abstract

This paper describes “Kyoto-U” MT system that
attended the patent translation task at NTCIR-7.
Example-based machine translation is applied in this
system to integrate our study on both structural NLP
and machine translation. In the alignment step, con-
sistency criteria are applied to solve the alignment
ambiguities and to discard incorrect alignment candi-
dates. In the translation step, translation examples are
combined using “bond” information, which can han-
dle the word ordering without any statistics.
Keywords: EBMT, structural NLP, consistency.

1 Introduction

Machine translation has been actively studied re-

cently, and the major approach is Statistical Machine

Translation (SMT), especially Phrase-based SMT. An

alternative to SMT is Example-based machine transla-

tion (EBMT)[10]. The most important common fea-

ture between SMT and EBMT is to use a bilingual

corpus, or translation examples, for the translation of

new inputs. Both methods exploit translation knowl-

edge implicitly embedded in translation examples, and

make MT system maintenance and improvement much

easier compared with Rule-Based Machine Transla-

tion.

On the other hand, EBMT is different from SMT in

that SMT hesitates to exploit rich linguistic resources

such as a bilingual lexicon and parsers; EBMT does

not consider such a constraint. SMT basically com-

bines words or phrases (relatively small pieces) with

high probability [13]; EBMT tries to use larger transla-

tion examples. When EBMT tries to use larger exam-

ples, it can better handle examples which are discon-

tinuous as a word-string, but continuous structurally.

Accordingly, though it is not inevitable, EBMT can

quite naturally handle syntactic information.

This paper describes our EBMT system, “Kyoto-

U”, challenged to NTCIR-7 patent translation task,

and reports the evaluation results and discussion.

2 System Overview

Figure 1 shows the overview of our EBMT system

on Japanese-English translation.

Using the example database, new input sentence is

translated. The input sentence is parsed and trans-

formed into dependency structure. For all the arbitrary

sub-trees, available examples are searched. Transla-

tion examples are also parsed in both source and target

sides. Of course there are many available examples for

one sub-tree, so we give some scores to the examples

and use the highest scored example. Also there are

many types of sub-tree combinations. We search the

best combination by beam-search based on the calcu-

lated scores.

In the example, four examples are used. They are

combined and finally we can get the output depen-

dency tree. We call the outside nodes of the actually

used nodes as “bond” nodes. The bond nodes of one

example are replaced by the other example, and thus

two examples can be combined. Using the bond infor-

mation, we don’t need to consider word or phrase or-

ders. Bond information naturally resolve the reorder-

ing problem.

3 Alignment of Parallel Sentences

Our system consists of two modules: an alignment

module for parallel sentences and a translation module

retrieving appropriate translation examples and com-

bining them. First, we explain the alignment module.

The alignment of Japanese-English parallel sen-

tences is achieved by the following steps, using a

Japanese parser, an English parser, and a bilingual dic-

tionary.

1. Dependency analysis of Japanese and English

sentences.

2. Detection of Word/phrase correspondences.

3. Disambiguation of correspondences.

4. Handling of remaining words.

We explain these alignment steps in detail.
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My traffic light was green when 

entering the intersection.

Input
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Translation Examples

(cross)

(point)

(enter)

(when)

(my)

(signal)

(blue)

(was)

(suddenly)

(rush out)

(house)

(put off)

(signal)

(enter)

(when)

(cross)

(point)

(my)

(signal)

(blue)

(was)

Figure 1. An example of Japanese-English translation.

3.1 Dependency Analysis of Japanese and
English Sentences

Japanese sentences are converted into dependency

structures using a morphological analyzer, JUMAN

[6], and a dependency analyzer, KNP [5]. These tools

can detect Japanese sentence structures with high ac-

curacy: for the news article domain, 99% for seg-

mentation and POS-tagging, and 90% for dependency

analysis. They are robust enough to handle patent sen-

tences and the accuracy is almost the same with news

article sentences.

Japanese dependency structure consists of nodes

which correspond with content words. Function words

such as postpositions, affixes, and auxiliary verbs are

included in content words’ nodes.

For English sentences, Charniak’s nlparser is used

to convert them into phrase structures [2], and then

they are transformed into dependency structures by

rules defining head words for phrases. In the same

way as Japanese, each content word composes a node

of English dependency tree.

Figure 2 shows an example of tree structure. The

root of a tree is placed at the extreme left and phrases

are placed from top to bottom.

3.2 Detection of Word/Phrase Correspon-
dences

To detect the corresponding candidates between

Japanese word/phrase and English word/phrase, we

you

will have to file

insurance

an claim

insurance

with the office

in Japan

(in Japan)

(insurance)

(to company)

(insurance)

(claim)

(instance)

(you can)

Figure 2. Example of alignment.

utilize multiple clues: bilingual dictionaries, translit-

eration, numeral expression matching, and sub-string

alignment method.

Bilingual Dictionaries

By looking up all of the pairs of Japanese words and

English words in a dictionary, corresponding candi-

dates are detected deterministically.

Transliteration

For possible person names and place names suggested

by the morphological analyzer and Katakana words

(Katakana is a Japanese alphabet usually used for loan
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words), their possible transliterations are automati-

cally produced, and the similarities with words in the

English sentence are calculated based on the edit dis-

tance. If there are similar word pairs whose edit dis-

tance exceeds a threshold, they are handled as a corre-

sponding candidate.

For example, the following words can be consid-

ered as correspondences by the transliteration module,

which cannot be handled by the existing bilingual dic-

tionary entries:

新宿→ Shinjuku ↔ Shinjuku (similarity:1.0)

ローズワイン → rosuwain ↔ rose wine (similar-

ity:0.78)

Numeral Expression Matching

By normalizing numeral expressions in each language,

we get correspondence between them. For example, “

二百六十万” in Japanese and “2.6 million” in English

represent the same number “2600000”.

Sub-String Alignment

Some parallel sentences include particular expres-

sions, technical terms, and sometimes they are liberal

translations. The clues listed above are not sufficiently

able to handle such sentences. In other words, not able

to find enough correspondences for aligning the paral-

lel sentences with very high accuracy. Therefore, it is

also necessary to use statistical alignment method.

As one of the statistical alignment methods, we

make use of Cromieres’s work [3]. This method can

create arbitrary sub-string alignments by computing

the co-occurrence counts of any pair of sub-string in

parallel corpus. One big advantage of this method lies

in unnecessity of morphological analyzer. This is ef-

fective for non-segmented languages such as Japanese

or Chinese.

Let us consider a parallel sentence for example:

Source: 参院選での社会党の大敗は必至と
言われる。
Target: It is said that the Social Democratic

Party will suffer a major loss at the House of

Councillors election.

a parallel dictionary finds only one correspondence “

言われる ↔ said that”. With the statistical method,

more correspondences, “参院 ↔ the House of Coun-

cillors”, “選 ↔ election”, “の社会 ↔ the social”,

“党の↔ Democratic Party” are found.

As a result of using the information above, for ex-

ample, the correspondence candidates “日本 (Japan)

↔ Japan”, “請求 (claim) ↔ claim”, “申し立て (al-

legation) ↔ file / claim”, and combination of “保険
(insurance) ↔ insurance” are found (figure 2).

3.3 Selection of Correspondence Candidates

Results of previous procedure may contain ambigu-

ous or incorrect correspondence candidates.

In figure 2, for example, Japanese word “保険 (in-

surance)” and English word “insurance” occurs twice

for each sentence, so there happens ambiguity. More-

over, “申し立て (allegation)” has two possible trans-

lations, “file” and “claim” in the English sentence. In

addition, unambiguous but incorrect correspondence

candidates might be sometimes detected. Thus, we

need to select plausible correspondences among cor-

respondence candidates.

In order to construct globally consistent alignment,

we define “consistency score” for a pair of correspon-

dences [12]. We select the best set of correspondences

by the following equation:

argmax
alignment

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=i+1 cons.score(ai, aj)

n(n − 1)/2
(1)

where ai and aj are one of correspondences.

The detail is explained in the following sections.

3.3.1 Consistency of Alignment

What is most important for the accuracy of alignment

is the way of selecting correct correspondences among

many candidates including ambiguous or unsuitable

ones. Therefore, robust architecture which can align

the parallel sentence as a whole is indispensable.

Using only a statistical method, it is difficult to re-

alize high accuracy alignment for a linguistically dif-

ferent language pair such as Japanese-English. In con-

trast to this, our alignment system is based on depen-

dency tree structure and using deeper NLP, it has the

great advantage of absorbing the difference of linguis-

tic structure with rich information.

Before introducing our proposed method, let us

think of alignment consistency itself. In figure 3, the

triangles represent the clauses of tree structure of each

language, and the lines represent the correspondences.

Among all the correspondences, one (on which a cross

is placed) seems to be strange, which disturbs the con-

sistency of whole alignment.

This inconsistency is visually apparent. To mea-

sure the inconsistency quantitatively, we focus on the

“distance” in each language tree structure between two

lines. In the example, although the distance between

two lines in source language is far, the distance in tar-

get language is near. Since the tree structure is con-

structed based on dependency information, such a case

rarely happens. In other words, it is unlikely that two

corresponding phrase pairs are structurally close in tar-

get language and they are far in source language simul-

taneously.

Therefore, suitably capturing the distance in each

tree structure of all the pairs of lines leads to the overall
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Near!

Far!

Figure 3. Example of consistency.

consistent alignment of the parallel sentence. For this

purpose, we introduce “consistency score”, which is

explained in the following sections.

3.3.2 Consistency Score

To obtain consistent alignment within a sentence, we

define a consistency score based on the dependency

tree. Consistency scores are calculated for all the com-

binations of correspondences. If the relation of a pair

is proper, the score is positive, otherwise, the score is

negative.

First, we focus on an arbitrary pair of correspon-

dences ai as (pSi, pTi) and aj as (pSj , pTj), where

pSi represents the phrase of ai in the source language

and pTi represents the phrase of ai in the target lan-

guage. pSj and pTj are defined in the same way.

Then, the dependency distance of the source lan-

guage dS(ai, aj) is defined as the distance between

pSi and pSj , and the dependency distance of the target

language dT (ai, aj) is defined as the distance between

pTi and pTj . Then, the consistency score is defined as

follows:

cons.score(ai, aj) = f(dS , dT ) (2)

where dS = dS(ai, aj) and dT = dT (ai, aj).
f(dS , dT ) is a function that maps a pair of distance

to the score. The detail of the distances dS , dT and the

function f are illustrated in the following sections.

The consistency of whole alignment is defined as a

sum of the consistency scores of all the pairs of corre-

spondences (as shown in Equation 1).

Correct correspondences are supported by their

neighbor correspondences (here, neighbor means the

distance is small in both sides). Such relations pro-

duce good scores and contribute to the alignment con-

sistency.

3.3.3 Dependency Type Distance

In this section, we explain how we calculate the de-

pendency distances dS and dT . In a simple setting, all

the distances of each branch are set to 1. However, it

Japanese

predicate:level C 6

predicate:level B+/B 5

predicate:level B-/A 4

case no / rentai 2

inside clause 1

predicate:level A-

others 3

English

S/SBAR/SQ ... 5

VP/WHADVP 4

WHADJP

ADVP/ADJP 3

NP/PP/INTJ

QP/PRT/PRN

others 1

Figure 4. Definition of dependency type
distance.

is natural to use deeper knowledge derived from NLP

resources.

The Japanese dependency analyzer KNP outputs

dependency type information for each phrase, and

Charniak’s nlparser also outputs phrase tag informa-

tion. According to such information, we set depen-

dency type score for each branch to show the strength

of separation between a phrase and its parent phrase.

For example, if the branch represents the segmenta-

tion of compound noun, the strength of dependency

is strong (dependency score is small), on the other

hand, if it represents the segmentation of clauses, the

strength is weak (dependency score is high).

Since there are at most around 30 pattens of depen-

dency type, the scores are set by hand subjectively and

figure 4 shows part of them. An example of applying

dependency type score is shown in figure 5, where the

label placed on each branch represents the dependency

type and the number placed above the label represents

dependency type score.

The distances dS and dT between two correspon-

dences are defined as the sum of dependency type

scores from one node to the other in source language

and target language respectively. For example, in fig-

ure 5, the distance between the connected two corre-

spondences in Pair 1 is (dS , dT ) = (1, 1). Also in Pair

2, the distance is (dS , dT ) = (1, 7).
Without tree structure, the difference between these

two patterns could be regarded as small (in some cases,

no difference) because the two “insurance” is both

close to the “claim” from the view point of simple

sequence of words. This illustrates the advantage of

using tree structure.

3.3.4 Distance-Score Function

The distance-score function f(dS , dT ) maps the dis-

tance (dS , dT ) to a score which reflects the sound-

ness of the distance. To define this function, we ob-

served what was the linguistic “behavior” in some

real data. Using a gold standard alignment data [15],

which includes about 40K sentence pairs, we learned

the frequency distribution of distance pair. Figure 6

shows the result of automatic learning form gold stan-
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Figure 6. Distance pair distribution learned from gold standard data.

you

will have to file

insurance

an claim

insurance

with the office

in Japan

NP

NP

NN

PP

NN

PP

(in Japan)

(insurance)

(to company)

(insurance)

(claim)

(instance)

(you can)

[inside clause]

[case “de”]

[case “ga”]

[case “no”]

[inside clause]

[renyou]

(Ds, Dt) = (1,7)

Negative Score

(Ds, Dt) = (1,1)

Positive Score

Pair 2:

Pair 1:

Figure 5. Example of dependency type
distance and distance score.

dard data. The result shows that the frequency of the

equidistant pairs are high and that of non-equivalent

pairs are extremely low.

Based on our observation of gold standard data, we

design f(dS , dT ) as follows:

• Positive if both dS and dT are small, which

means the relation between the two correspon-

dences is appropriate.

• 0 if both dS and dT are large, for the relation is

not so important if they are far from each other.

• Negative if the margin between dT and dS is

large, which means the relation between the two

correspondences is inappropriate.

For example, in figure 5, a positive score is given to

(dS , dT ) = (1, 1), and a negative score to (dS , dT ) =
(1, 7). To meet the requirement above, we defined the

distance-score function on the basis of sigmoid func-

tion:

f(dS , dT ) =

{
0 if dS , dT > b

1 − a
1+e−t(dS,dT ) otherwise

(3)

where the parameters for the function, a, b,

t(dS , dT ), are set by hand. Automatic optimization

the car

came

at me

from the side

at the intersection

the car

came

at me

from the side

at the intersection

Figure 7. Example of remaining words
handling.

of both dependency type distance and distance-score

function parameters is a future work.

3.4 Handling of Remaining Words

The alignment procedure so far found all correspon-

dences in parallel sentences. Then, we merge the re-

maining nodes into existing correspondences.

First, the root nodes of the dependency trees are

handled as follows. In the given training data, we sup-

pose all parallel sentences have an appropriate trans-

lation relation. Accordingly, if neither root nodes (of

the Japanese dependency tree and the English depen-

dency tree) are included in any correspondences, the

new correspondence of the two root nodes is gener-

ated. If either root node is remaining, it is merged into

the correspondence of the other root node.

Then, both for Japanese and English remaining

nodes, if it is inside of a base NP and another node

in the NP is in a correspondence, it is merged into

the correspondence. Finally, the remaining nodes are

merged into correspondences of their parent (or ances-

tor) nodes.

In the case of figure 2, “あの (that)” is merged into

the correspondence “車 (car) ↔ the car”, since it is

within an NP. Then, “突然 (suddenly)”, “at me” and

“from the side” are merged into their parent correspon-

dence, “飛び出して来たのです (rush out) ↔ came”.
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3.5 Translation Example Database

Once we detect basic correspondences in the paral-

lel sentences, all basic correspondences and all com-

bination of adjoining basic correspondences (both in

Japanese and English dependency trees) are registered

into the translation example database.

From the parallel sentences in figure 7, the three

basic correspondences and their combinations such as

“交差点で，突然飛び出して来たのです↔ came at

me from the side at the intersection” and “突然あの車
が飛び出して来たのです↔ the car came at me from

the side” are registered.

4 Translation

In the translation process, first, a Japanese input

sentence is converted into the dependency structure as

in the parallel sentence alignment. Then, translation

examples for each sub-trees are retrieved. Finally, the

best translation examples are selected, and their En-

glish expressions are combined to generate the English

translation (figure 1).

4.1 Retrieval of Translation Examples

At first, the root of the input sentence is set as the

retrieval root, and each sub-tree whose root is the re-

trieval root is retrieved step by step. If there is no trans-

lation example for a sub-tree, the retrieval for the cur-

rent retrieval root stops. Then, each child node of the

current retrieval root is set to the new retrieval root and

its sub-trees are retrieved.

In the case of figure 1, sub-trees from the root node

“でした (was)” are retrieved: “でした (was)”, “青
(blue)でした (was)”, “信号 (signal)はでした (was)”,

“信号 (signal)は 青 (blue)でした (was)” and so on.

Then, sub-trees from “青 (blue)” and sub-trees from “

信号 (signal)は” are retrieved step by step.

If no translation example is found for a Japanese

node, the bilingual dictionary is looked up and its

translation is used as an translation example. (If there

is no entry in the dictionary we output nothing for the

node.)

4.2 Selection of Translation Examples

Then, among the retrieved translation examples, the

good ones are selected to generate the English transla-

tion.

The basic idea of example-based machine transla-

tion is preferring to use larger translation example,

which considers larger context and could provide an

appropriate translation. According to this idea, our

system also selects larger examples.

The selection criterion is based on the size of trans-

lation examples (the number of matching nodes with

the input), plus the similarities of the neighboring out-

side nodes, ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 depending on the

similarity calculated by a thesaurus. The similar out-

side node is used as a bond to combine two translation

examples, as explained in the next section.

For example, if the size of a translation example

is two, and the outside parent node is similar to the

outside parent node of the matching Japanese input

sub-tree by 0.3 similarity, and one outside child node

is also similar to the corresponding input by 0.4, the

score of the translation example becomes 2.7.

The set of translation examples just enough for the

input is searched in a greedy way. That is, the best

translation example is selected among all the examples

first, and then the next best example is selected for the

remaining input nodes, and this process is repeated.

4.3 Combination of Translation Examples

It is easy to generate an English expression from a

translation example, because it contains enough infor-

mation about English dependency structure and word

order. The problem is how to combine two or more

translation examples.

However, in most cases, the bond node is available

outside of the example, to which the adjoining exam-

ple is attached. There are two types of bond nodes: a

child bond and a parent bond.

If there is a child node, it is easy to attach the adjoin-

ing example on it. For example, in figure 1, the trans-

lation example “入る (enter) 時 (when)” has a child

bond, “家 (house)に”, corresponding to “a house” in

the English side. The adjoining example “交差点 (で)

↔ (at) the intersection” is attached on “家に”, which

means “house” is replaced with “the intersection”.

On the other hand, a parent bond tells that the trans-

lation example modifies its head from the front or from

behind, but there is no information about the order

with the other children. Currently, we handle it as the

first child if it modifies from the front; as the last child

if it modifies from behind. In figure 1, “私の ↔ my

” has a parent bond, “サイン ↔ sign” and it tells that

“my” should modify its head from the front. Then,

“my” is put to the first child of “the light”, before “traf-

fic”.

It is not often the case, but if there is no bond, we

use translation patterns which are automatically ac-

quired from the training corpus [11].

5 Results and Discussion

Our translation system utilized PSD-1 for training

[4]. In addition, Japanese and English parsers and a

bilingual dictionary were used as external resources.

Table 1 and 2 shows the result of formal trun of

NTCIR-7 patent translation task.
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Table 1. Intrinsic JE Evaluation Result.
BLEU Improved BLEU-m300 BLEU-m600 Adequacy Fluency

Kyoto-U 21.57 21.98 29.35 35.49 2.85 3.35

Moses 27.14 — 36.02 43.40 2.81 3.55

We examined the translation results and found out

that it was not the case that there was a few major prob-

lems, but there were variety of problems, such as pars-

ing errors of both languages, excess and deficiency of

the bilingual dictionary, and the inaccurate and inflex-

ible use of translation examples.

Now, let us discuss the biggest question: “is the cur-

rent parsing technology useful and accurate enough for

machine translation?” If the translation performance

was significantly better than the other systems with-

out parsing, we could answer “YES” to the question.

However, unfortunately our performance is not best in

both BLEU and human evaluation.

There is a very interesting point that our results

are in the middle of the whole systems in view of

BLEU score, they are higher-ranked in view of human-

evaluation. Compared to the results of Moses (table 1,

JE direction), although our result is more than 5 points

behind in BLEU score, there is almost no difference

in human-evaluation, and ours overcomes Moses in

the measure of Adequacy. From this, we can say two

things:

• As is often addressed, BLEU score does not al-

ways appropriately reflect the goodness of the

translations, and it is unfavorable for comparing

the translation qualities of the systems which are

not using same techniques.

• Our EBMT system exploits the grobal sentence

structrure information even during alignment

(training) step. This might lead to the correct

sentence structure of the translations and could

achieve reasonably high Adequacy.

For the result of EJ direction, it was not good in

both BLEU score and human-evaluation. This is be-

cause our system was developed with the source lan-

guage supposed to be Japanese, so it works incorrectly

in a case where the source language is not Japanese. In

Japanese sentence, all the phrases depend on the latter

phrase than itself, and the last phrase is always a head

of the sentence. Of course this is not same to English.

The handling of the case where a phrase depends on

the former phrase was not appropriate.

The up-to-date BLEU scores with the modifications

above and other trivial problems are shonw in “Im-

proved” columns. There is small improvement in JE

direction, however in the EJ direction, there is about 1

point improvement. While it seems the result was not

changed drastically in view of BLEU score, we could

Table 2. Intrinsic EJ Evaluation Result.

BLEU Improved Adequacy Fluency

Kyoto-U 22.65 23.54 2.42 2.54

Moses 30.58 — 2.90 3.69

see much improvement by manual check of transla-

tions. We can say the quality is very close to the

Moses.

As we mentioned above, parsing errors are not a

principal cause of translation errors, but these are not

a few. One of the possible countermeasures is to re-

consider the learning process of an English parser. The

English parser used here is learned from the penn Tree-

bank, and seems to be vulnerable to patent sentences.

There often occurs typical expressions, mathemat-

ical or chemical formulas and so on in patent corpus.

Given such sentences, the parser will produce unusual

parse trees. We did not adopt any pre-processes to the

training corpus and input sentences. However, it must

be necessary to handle such typical expressions appro-

priately.

Furthermore, it is quite possible to improve pars-

ing accuracies of both languages complementarily by

taking advantage of the difference of syntactic ambi-

guities between the two languages [8]. This approach

may not substantially improve the parsing accuracy of

the patent sentences, but is promising for translating

longer general sentences.

Other main points are as follows:

• Automatic evaluation methods are a little advan-

tageous to SMT [7],[1].

• The soundness of dictionaries heavily affects on

the accuracy of alignment.

• The extension rules of remaining nodes should be

revised.

• The constraint of selecting translation examples

should be more robust. It is currently impossible

to use ’almost equal’ examples to the input sen-

tence, such as those that differ perhaps only with

respect to whether or not it contains a negation

adverb such as ’not’.
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6 Related Work

MSR’s MT system [14] also applied EBMT inte-

grating syntax structure of both source language and

target language. While our method is different from

that work in the follwing point: They use “Logi-

cal Form(LF)” [9] which abstracts away language-

particular aspects of the sentence pair such as function

words. On the other hand, we use full structure of the

sentences, and this can handle not only shorter, easy

sentences but longer, complicated sentences precisely.

7 Conclusion

As we stated in Introduction, we not only aim at

the development of machine translation through some

evaluation measure, but also tackle this task from the

comprehensive viewpoint including the development

of structural NLP. The examination of translation er-

rors revealed several problems, such as parsing, sound-

ness of dictionaries and selection of translation exam-

ples. Resolving such problems is considered to be an

important issue not only for MT but also for other NLP

applications. We pursue the study of machine transla-

tion from this standpoint continuously.
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